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Israel is a vibrant parliamentary democracy facing many complex challenges, such as 

balancing the individual rights of its population (including its Arab minority) with the need to 

protect against daily attacks on its civilians launched from Hamas-controlled Gaza, the West 

Bank, and Hezbollah-controlled Southern Lebanon.  The civil society (NGO) network in 

Israel, the West Bank, and Gaza is thriving and often provides valuable humanitarian 

assistance, including health services, education, and other basic requirements under difficult 

conditions.  Regrettably, however, this network also often plays a counterproductive role in 

the Arab-Israeli conflict.  

As NGO Monitor and others have documented systematically, human rights NGOs often 

produce reports and launch campaigns that stand in sharp contradiction to their own mission 

statements claiming to uphold universal values.  They regularly obscure or remove the 

context of terrorism, provide incomplete statistics and images, and disseminate gross 

distortions of the humanitarian and human rights dimensions of the Arab-Israeli 

conflict.  This activity often stresses the rights of Palestinians at the expense of Israelis, and 

promotes the protection of some human rights such as a vague “right to work” at the expense 

of more fundamental rights such as the right to life or the right to self-defense. Moreover, 

violations of human rights and international humanitarian law committed by Palestinian 

actors or terror groups such as Hamas are ignored or minimized. As a result, NGO 

publications and campaigns provide an incomplete and often non-credible picture of the state 

of human rights in Israel. 

In conjunction with the factual distortions and missing context, these publications also twist 

international law relating to human rights and armed conflict beyond all logical meaning. For 

example, NGOs view rights in a myopic and isolated framework. The vast majority of 

individual rights are not absolute, and governments are tasked with the difficult work of 

interpreting and balancing different rights, the realization of which may create conflicts and 

tensions. Otherwise, it would be impossible for society to function.  Too many NGOs and 

even UN committees do not take these vital points into consideration. NGOs also often view 

individual rights in the abstract or invent interpretations of ICCPR provisions that extend 

beyond the intended meaning.   

These processes end up diluting and weakening the very rights at issue. Moreover, they play 

into the hands of critics who claim that international human rights law is of minimal value 

because it is devoid of specific and applicable content. In fact, many national courts have 

declined to apply international human rights law in domestic cases specifically for this 
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reason. The Committee would do well to pay heed to these jurists. If human rights law is so 

abstract, inflexible, and incompatible with the real world and the complex issues and 

problems facing society, then it serves no purpose.  

Unfortunately, the majority of distorted factual and legal claims presented to the Committee 

are simply recycled and reinforced by a closed and narrow circle of UN officials and NGOs. 

There is little to no critical or independent evaluation of this information, which leads to 

unworkable and unproductive policy prescriptions.  

To date, several NGOs have submitted lengthy reports and statements to the Human Rights 

Committee (HRC) regarding the forthcoming October 2014 review of Israel.  These include 

Amnesty International, Defense for Children International–Palestine Section (DCI-PS), 

Adalah - The Legal Center for Arab Minority Rights in Israel, Negev Coexistence Forum for 

Civil Equality, Bimkom, the Israeli Committee against House Demolitions (ICAHD), and 

others.  

The following examples highlight problematic NGO activity reflected in their submissions to 

the HRC: 

Right to Self-Determination (Article 1) 

The right to self-determination is a core principle in the ICCPR. All too often, however, in 

UN frameworks (particularly the Human Rights Council) and in NGO publications relating to 

Israel, including those presented to this committee, self-determination rights are presented as 

if they belong to the Palestinians alone; the equal rights of the Jewish people are ignored.  

Moreover, many of these statements seek to erase or deny the Jewish historical presence and 

connection to the region. 

ICAHD, for instance, repeatedly and offensively accuses Israel of engaging in a policy of 

“Judaiziation.” The PLO developed the term “Judaization” to erase the Jewish historical 

connection to the region, as well as to suggest that the very presence of Jews is alien and 

unacceptable. The use of the term Judaization, therefore, is an expression of anti-Jewish 

racism.  While it is perhaps not surprising that the PLO would employ such terminology, it is 

immoral for human rights organizations to use phrases supporting ethnically-based exclusion.   

In addition to erasing the self-determination rights of the Jewish people, many NGOs distort 

this vital concept as it applies to Palestinians.  Between 1993-95, the State of Israel and the 

Palestine Liberation Organization (designated representative of the Palestinian people) freely 

entered into a series of agreements (Oslo Accords) regarding the governance and 

administration of the West Bank and Gaza.  These agreements established the Palestinian 

Authority, the governmental body for the Palestinian people that exercises jurisdiction over 

more than 95% of the Palestinian population. In 2005, Israel relinquished all claims to the 

territory of Gaza and removed its armed forces and civilian population. Since that time, Gaza 

has been entirely self-governing.  In 2006, Palestinians elected the Hamas terrorist 

organization as the majority party in power. In 2007, Hamas took over total control of the 

Palestinian Authority in Gaza and expelled the Fatah party in a bloody civil clash. 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/docs/ngos/AdalahAlMezanPHR_Israel97.doc
http://www.nad-plo.org/print.php?view=pres_OffDoc_120407
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Despite the fact that Palestinians are able to exercise their rights to self-determination, many 

NGOs continue to falsely accuse Israel of related violations. The accusations not only 

misrepresent the facts, but they also misrepresent the law. For example, ICAHD, claims that 

Israel’s law requiring homes to be constructed in accordance with permitting and zoning 

regulations denies the Palestinian right for self-determination. This is an absurd charge 

essentially claiming that it is illegal for States to enact zoning and planning laws that are 

necessary for safety, public health, environmental, and quality of life concerns, on the basis 

that they would somehow be violating “self-determination.” 

ICAHD’s further charge that Israel does not grant building permits to Palestinians is similarly 

false. Such claims are contradicted by information available from the Jerusalem municipality 

and the Israeli Civil Administration, which grant permits and formulate master plans for 

many Palestinian communities in Area C. In addition, a study released by the Israeli 

newspaper Ma’ariv notes that house demolitions for Israeli settlers is actually higher than the 

number of demolitions carried out on Palestinian homes. It is also important to note that only 

approximately 90,000 Palestinians (3% of the Palestinian population) are subject to Israeli 

planning regulations. The other 97% are under Palestinian Authority jurisdiction and are 

subject to Palestinian planning regulations.    

In addition, ICAHD falsely claims that the Israel government has a “deliberate intent to limit 

the Palestinian population growth in the city of Jerusalem.” In stark contrast to these 

statements, available statistics reveal that the Palestinians population in Jerusalem has 

increased. In 2010 the Arab population of Jerusalem was reported to be 285,000.  The Central 

Bureau of Statistics states that the Arab population of Jerusalem in 2012-2013 was 300,100.   

 

Moreover, in reality, the Jerusalem Municipality provides Palestinian residents with services 

and infrastructure even under difficult circumstances. For instance, in July 2014 there were 

several days of intense violent rioting by the Arab population in East Jerusalem. This rioting 

severely damaged the light rail stations serving East Jerusalem’s neighborhoods. Ha’aretz 

reported that about 25% of the light rail’s daily traffic comes from the Shoafat neighborhood, 

but that “[t]wo stations, at Shoafat and Es-Sahl, were completely destroyed during the rioting. 

The control system that governs a section of the signal lights and roads was torched and 

several traffic lights themselves were torn off their poles. Ticket dispensing machines were 

also ripped out and destroyed. Rioters attempted to saw apart the track itself and apparently 

they were successful in several locations, although overall damage to the track was not 

substantial.” 

Despite predictions that it would take months to repair the damage and again provide light 

rail service to East Jerusalem’s residents, the rail system was fully functional a week after the 

riots. Jerusalem Mayor Nir Barkat “was determined not to let the rioters interfere with the 

course of daily life in Jerusalem.” 

Bimkom laments that “A major impact of the lack or inadequacy of planning in East 

Jerusalem is lack of infrastructure and the inability to receive occupancy permits, which are 

required before connecting to the electricity and water infrastructure.” Yet, ironically, the 

NGO ignores that a significant reason that infrastructure improvements in East Jerusalem are 

delayed or incomplete is due to intensive lobbying by NGOs (including several that 

http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/ISR/INT_CCPR_NGO_ISR_105_9105_E.pdf
http://mfa.gov.il/MFA_Graphics/MFA%20Gallery/Documents/AreaCBooklet130912.pdf
http://www.jpost.com/In-Jerusalem/City-Front/Jerusalem-2012-the-state-of-things
http://www1.cbs.gov.il/reader/newhodaot/hodaa_template.html?hodaa=201411134
http://www.haaretz.com/news/national/.premium-1.603453
http://www.haaretz.com/news/national/.premium-1.603453
http://www.haaretz.com/news/national/1.605000
http://www.timesofisrael.com/uav-eye-in-the-sky-protects-jerusalem-light-rail/
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submitted statements to this Committee) of companies and funders to prevent these projects 

from being completed.  

For instance, in 2013, several NGOs heavily lobbied the Dutch government and the 

engineering firm Royal Haskoning DHV to pull out of a project to build a water treatment 

plant in East Jerusalem. Other NGOs were involved in heavy lobbying to stop the light rail, 

even going so far as to file a lawsuit in France to block it (the lawsuit was thrown out of 

court). 

NGOs cannot have it both ways. They cannot complain that Israel is not doing enough to 

improve Arab neighborhoods of East Jerusalem, but yet actively work against all projects that 

seek specifically to remedy these issues.   

As former Deputy Major of Jerusalem Naomi Tsur has stated, 

As a general premise, it is extremely problematic for the City of Jerusalem and 

indeed, the government of Israel to address infrastructure improvement for East 

Jerusalem, which is so much needed, if every time an attempt is made, whether it 

is transport or sewage, we are constantly under threat of international reprimand 

about doing the things those same people are angry at us for not doing.  This 

enigma is one that the EU needs to have a serious discussion about.  We are in 

limbo -- we don’t know right now where Israel ends and Palestine begins and the 

only way it will be bearable is if the infrastructure can function together. 

Otherwise, it is a recipe for human suffering.
 1
 

Right to Life (Article 6)  

Article six of the ICCPR states that “[e]very human being has the inherent right to life. This 

right shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.”  Yet, the 

majority of submissions to the Committee erase this fundamental right as it is applied to 

Israelis by completely erasing the context of Palestinian terrorism and deliberate attacks on 

Israeli civilians. 

Palestinian Terrorism 

On June 12, 2014, three Israeli teens, Naftali Fraenkel (16), Gilad Shaer (16), and Eyal Yifrah 

(19), were kidnapped and murdered by Palestinian terrorists.  

 

Israel launched Operation Brother’s Keeper in an attempt to locate and rescue the teens. 

During this operation, many Hamas leaders were arrested, including the leader of the terrorist 

cell that carried out the abduction. On June 30, 2014, the bodies of the three teenagers were 

found north of Hebron, and it was revealed that they were murdered immediately after their 

abduction. Despite extensive efforts of Israeli forces, Palestinian terrorists continue to shield 

the perpetrators from accountability, and the murderers remain at large. 

Even before Palestinian terror groups fired thousands of indiscriminate rockets and mortars 

on Israeli population centers in June 2014, which lead to Operations Brother’s Keeper and 

                                                           
1
 Anne Herzberg, “When International Law Blocks the Flow: the Strange Case of the Kidron Valley Sewage 

Plant,” 10 Regent J. of Int’l L. 71 (2014) (copy attached). 

http://news.yahoo.com/palestinian-suspect-held-over-kidnap-murders-3-israelis-232132557.html
http://news.yahoo.com/palestinian-suspect-held-over-kidnap-murders-3-israelis-232132557.html
http://www.timesofisrael.com/bodies-of-three-kidnapped-teens-found/
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Protective Edge (see below), Israeli civilians faced unrelenting terror attacks in 2014. 

According to the General Security Services (GSS), between January and May 2014, there 

were 670 attacks on Israeli civilians. This includes 131 rockets and mortar shells launched 

into Israel from Gaza and two rockets launched from the Sinai desert at the city of Eilat in 

February 2014. On the eve of the Jewish holiday of Passover, a terrorist shot and killed an 

Israeli man driving his family to a Passover Seder.  

 

There were also numerous incidents of rock and firebomb throwing, in addition to IED and 

small arms attacks. GSS data shows that in May 2014 alone there were 14 IED attacks, 88 

firebombing incidents, thousands of incidents of arson, and 4 small arms attacks. Many 

civilian homes have been subject to Palestinian firebombing attacks, including in 

neighborhoods in western Jerusalem. Stone throwing continues to be a significant security 

threat. On August 23, 2014 a car was stoned north of Hebron. The Israeli civilian driving was 

critically wounded after being hit in the head by a melon-sized rock and his vehicle 

overturned. In November 2013, a well-known peace activist was stoned in his car by 

Palestinians in Sur Bahir, causing a deep gash in his head. In May 2013, two-year old Adele 

Biton became comatose after the car her mother was driving was stoned by Palestinians. She 

continues to suffer extensive brain damage.  In 2011, 24 year-old Asher Palmer and his infant 

son were killed after a stone thrown by Palestinians at their car caused it to crash.  

Violence Against Palestinians/“Price Tag” Attacks 

There have been some cases of attacks by Jewish settlers against Palestinian communities 

(“Price Tag” attacks). All acts of vigilantism and vandalism are illegal and reprehensible and 

should be punished to the full extent of the law. The Israeli government must take steps to 

prevent such activity.  

 

Publications from political advocacy NGOs that seek to force an “end to the occupation” by 

accusing Israel of human rights abuses, have frequently made false claims regarding the 

Israeli government’s response to “Price Tag” attacks. Contrary to NGO claims, the Israeli 

government and Knesset repeatedly condemned these attacks in 2014 (and  before). Treasury 

Minister Yair Lapid even labeled these attacks “terrorism.”   

According to Yesh Din, the “IDF and the Israel Police do not provide the necessary 

protection to Palestinians attacked by Israeli civilians.” In fact, the Israeli police and 

prosecutor’s office have arrested and indicted a number of suspects. These include: 1) July 8, 

2014, an Israeli man indicted for slashing the tires of dozens of car in the Israeli Arab village 

of Abu Ghosh and for spraying racist graffiti on walls in the village; 2) May 28, 2014, a 

young man indicted for slashing the tires of cars owned by Arab Israelis; and 3) February 5, 

2014, three Israelis indicted for burning cars and spraying graffiti in a Palestinian village in 

the northern West Bank, among other cases. 

 

However, it must be stressed that the quantity and seriousness of alleged attacks by Jews 

against Palestinians is miniscule in both scale and scope compared to the number of attacks 

against Israelis, as discussed above.   

The murder of Mohammad Abu Khdeir is a notable exception. On July 2, 2014, Mohammad 

Abu Khdeir was abducted from the east Jerusalem neighborhood of Shoafat by three Israelis 

http://www.shabak.gov.il/English/EnTerrorData/Reports/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.shabak.gov.il/English/EnTerrorData/Reports/Pages/Report0214.aspx
http://www.timesofisrael.com/west-bank-shooting-victim-named-as-baruch-mizrahi/
http://www.shabak.gov.il/English/EnTerrorData/Reports/Pages/Monthlysummary0514.aspx
http://www.shabak.gov.il/English/EnTerrorData/Reports/Pages/Monthlysummary0514.aspx
http://www.inn.co.il/News/News.aspx/282574
https://he-il.facebook.com/IsaacHerzogKneset/photos/a.638337189542582.1073741840.161648040544835/728074667235500/?type=1
http://glz.co.il/1064-40857-he/Galatz.aspx
http://www.yesh-din.org/infoitem.asp?infocatid=272
http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-4527951,00.html
http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-4524736,00.html
http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-4524736,00.html
http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-4485093,00.html
http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-4475263,00.html
http://www.timesofisrael.com/palestinian-teen-said-found-dead-in-jerusalem-forest/
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– an adult and two minors. The three kidnappers proceeded to a forest on the outskirts of 

Jerusalem where they beat and burned him to death.  

Israeli police swiftly arrested a number of suspects four days after the murder.  Three of these 

suspects confessed and claimed they acted out of “revenge” for the murder of the three Israeli 

teens. The suspects are now in custody awaiting trial. The murder of Mohammad Abu Khdeir 

was condemned by Prime Minister Netanyahu, as well as members of Knesset from across 

the political spectrum.  

 

“Operation Protective Edge” 

On July 8, 2014, Israel launched Operation Protective Edge in response to increasing rocket 

fire from Hamas in Gaza. The purpose of the operation was to seek out and destroy Hamas 

terrorist infrastructure, including rockets and tunnels from Gaza into Israel.  

 

During this operation, thousands of rockets and mortar shells were launched into Israel by 

terrorist organizations in Gaza, resulting in the deaths of six Israeli civilians, the wounding of 

hundreds, and the displacement of thousands. Sixty-six Israeli soldiers were also killed in the 

fighting.  

 

As in the past, throughout this conflict, highly politicized Israeli, Palestinian, and 

international NGOs issued numerous statements condemning Israel. These NGOs made 

unverifiable claims, distorted international law, and continued to fuel the international 

delegitimization campaign against Israel. At the same time, NGOs did relatively little to 

investigate, report, acknowledge, or condemn deliberate Palestinian terrorist attacks against 

Israeli civilians or the use of Palestinians population centers to carry out terror activity.  

 

When condemning Israeli anti-terror operations, many of the NGOs involved in submitting 

reports to the HRC disregard Israel’s unequivocal international legal right to self-

defense.  For instance, rather than acknowledging Israel’s right to self-defense, 

Amnesty labels Israel’s attempts to stop the smuggling of arms into Gaza “collective 

punishment” or “war crimes.”  

As with the discredited 2009 Goldstone process, NGOs initiated calls for a UN “fact-finding” 

investigation of the conflict and submitted statements to the UN that alleged “deliberate, 

systematic, and widespread targeting of Palestinian civilians”; “collective punishment”; “war 

crimes and crimes against humanity”; and “grave violations of international humanitarian 

law.” These accusations were echoed in the UN Human Rights Council’s resolution, which 

created another Goldstone-like inquiry of Israel’s conduct, to be headed by Professor William 

Schabas. Schabas should be deemed ineligible for the post based on ethics and fact-finding standards 

due to his prior prejudicial statements made towards Israel. 

 

NGOs are very involved in accusations that the Israeli army is responsible for deliberate 

attacks against civilians. Israel-based B’Tselem and Gaza-based NGOs, Palestinian Center 

for Human Rights (PCHR) and Al Mezan are also leading members of the UN Office for the 

Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) “Protection Cluster.” Along with the Hamas-

controlled Health Ministry in Gaza, they serve as the main sources for casualty statistics. 

 

http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4538864,00.html
http://www.jpost.com/National-News/MKs-unanimously-condemn-murder-of-Muhammad-Abu-Khdeir-and-Shelly-Dadon-361679
http://www.jpost.com/National-News/MKs-unanimously-condemn-murder-of-Muhammad-Abu-Khdeir-and-Shelly-Dadon-361679
http://www.timesofisrael.com/defense-minister-idf-will-help-southerners-move-north/
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/ISR/INT_CCPR_NGO_ISR_105_9113_E.pdf
http://www.jpost.com/Arab-Israeli-Conflict/UN-names-three-experts-to-Gaza-investigation-commission-370772
http://www.jpost.com/Arab-Israeli-Conflict/UN-names-three-experts-to-Gaza-investigation-commission-370772
http://www.ngo-monitor.org/article/b_tselem_s_credibility_in_the_unocha_protection_cluster_casualty_and_legal_allegations_in_the_gaza_war
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In this context, we note that the fact-finding methodologies of B’Tselem, PCHR, and Al 

Mezan are not consistent with best practices for a human rights fact-finding investigation.  

 

PCHR and Al-Mezan determine civilian status at Gaza hospitals and morgues. These NGOs 

do not conduct independent research on the status of a casualty. If there is no conclusive 

evidence, for instance, a terrorist arriving with a weapon, these NGOs will ask biased 

sources, such as family or terrorist organizations, if the casualty was a member. These NGOs 

do not conduct investigations into the background of casualties. Independent research 

concluded that some of these alleged “civilians” were actually combatants. In some cases, 

uniformed members of Hamas security forces were deemed “totally civilian” by these NGOs 

despite evidence that many were in fact combatants.  

 

The NGO statistics are not based on any legal or moral standard.  Instead, they are rooted in 

categories such as “were involved in combat” versus “did not participate in hostilities.” This 

simplistic comparison of civilian death counts creates the impression that armed conflict is 

merely a “numbers game.” In actuality, according to international law, military objectives 

should be proportionate to the civilian harm caused. However, NGOs have no capacity for 

assessing this standard. 

 

These NGOs have a history of inflating casualty statistics. During and after Operation Cast 

Lead (the December 2008 - January 2009 Gaza War), these groups published unsupported 

allegations that the vast majority of Palestinian casualties were civilians, claiming that the 

number of dead was 1,387 (B’Tselem), 1,417 (PCHR), and 1,410 (Al Mezan). The 

discredited Goldstone report repeated these numbers.  

 

However, in a November 2010 interview given by Hamas Interior Minister Fathi Hamad to 

the Al-Hayat newspaper, Hamad acknowledged that 600-700 Hamas members were killed in 

the Gaza fighting. This is more than double the number of combatants acknowledged by the 

NGOs’ and Goldstone’s unreliable version of events, and halves the number of civilian 

deaths. There is no reason to suspect that Hamas and other Palestinian terror groups have 

operated differently during the most recent conflict. 

  

Freedom from torture and cruel, unusual and degrading punishment (Article 7) 

Amnesty International accuses Israel of “torture and other ill-treatment” of Palestinian 

prisoners, claiming as an example that one minor suffered “six days” of alleged “torture.” As 

demonstrated, many of these claims regarding torture rely on unreliable NGO reports, based 

on “witness accounts,” which have been proven to be false or a distortion of reality.  

It is also important to note that NGOs frequently refer to detainees as “political prisoners,” 

even though many of them have been convicted of murder and other serious crimes, 

including bombings, kidnappings, stabbings, and shootings. Again, to accept Amnesty’s 

characterization would mean that States are not allowed to try and punish those who have 

committed crimes. It is quite strange for an NGO that promotes “accountability” and “ending 

impunity” for human rights violations believes that Palestinians should not be held to account 

for violations. 

http://www.ngo-monitor.org/article/best_practices_for_human_rights_and_humanitarian_ngo_fact_finding
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/politics/numbers-game
http://www.terrorism-info.org.il/Data/articles/Art_20687/E_124_14_1121292827.pdf
http://www.jpost.com/Opinion/Op-Ed-Contributors/The-Gaza-numbers-game-362782
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/hamas-admits-600-700-of-its-men-were-killed-in-cast-lead-1.323776
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/ISR/INT_CCPR_NGO_ISR_105_9107_E.pdf
http://www.ngo-monitor.org/article/denying_facts_and_context_pcati_on_lawyers_and_terror_suspects
http://www.addameer.org/etemplate.php?id=359
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In 2014, a large group of Palestinian prisoners initiated a hunger strike, protesting the use of 

“administrative detention” and demanding, with the support of various NGOs, that they be 

“charged or freed.” At the same time, the Israeli government proposed a bill that would allow 

the Israel Prison Service to “force-feed” prisoners who  starved themselves close to death.  

Amnesty has called this practice “a serious infringement of the prisoners’ basic human 

rights,” and other NGOs have also claimed this is a violation of “a person’s right to refuse 

medical treatment, right to physical autonomy and right to dignity.” Yet, Amnesty does not 

offer concrete solutions and there is no doubt that if such prisoners began to die in Israel’s 

custody, the NGO would issue many condemnations of Israel blaming the prison officials for 

such deaths. 

Freedom of Movement (Article 12) 

Article 12 of the ICCPR states that every person has “the right to liberty of movement and 

freedom to choose his residence.” In this context, Amnesty International claims that Israel is 

violating Palestinian “freedom of movement” (Article 12) “by the Israeli-imposed siege [on 

Gaza].”  

Amnesty ignores subsection 3 of Article 12, which limits the right to movement for purposes 

“necessary to protect national security, public order, public health or morals or the rights and 

freedoms of others.” Moreover, under international law, countries have an absolute right to 

control their borders and to set conditions for entry.  And such conditions can be made based 

on the nationality of those who seek to enter.   There is no right under international law for 

Gazans to be granted access to Israel.  In addition, Amnesty ignores the many terror attacks 

that have taken place at Israeli border crossings, including an April 2008, attack on the Nahal 

Oz fuel depot and a May 2008 truck bomb attack at the Erez crossing, and more recently – 

the August 2012 massive terrorist attack on both Israeli and Egyptian security forces next to 

the Kerem Shalom Gaza crossing, which resulted in 15 Egyptian soldiers killed. 

It is also completely false and inflammatory to claim that Israel has imposed a “siege” on 

Gaza. Restricting the flow of goods in a war environment does not constitute a “siege” under 

international law and does not refer to the legal act of retorsion (e.g. sanctions, blockades).  In 

fact, pursuant to Article 23 of the Geneva Convention (which sets standards for the provision 

of limited humanitarian aid), Israel has no obligation whatsoever to provide any goods, even 

minimal humanitarian supplies, if it is “satisfied” that such goods will be diverted or supply 

of such goods will aid Hamas in its war effort. 

As numerous accounts have reported, Hamas has diverted supplies from Gaza’s civilian 

population. Although Israel is under no legal obligation, and despite the diversion as well 

as attacks on the Israeli border crossings, Israel continues to provide thousands of tons of 

humanitarian supplies and goods to Gaza on a weekly basis.  

 

Right to Freedom of Expression and to Hold Opinions (Article 19) 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/29/world/middleeast/dozens-of-palestinian-detainees.html?_r=0
http://www.btselem.org/administrative_detention/20140511_hunger_strike
http://www.stoptorture.org.il/en/node/2011
http://www.haaretz.com/news/national/.premium-1.598934
http://www.acri.org.il/en/2014/06/06/force-feed/
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/ISR/INT_CCPR_NGO_ISR_105_9113_E.pdf
http://www.jpost.com/Video-Articles/Video/IDF-thwarts-complex-terror-infiltration-from-Sinai
http://www.jcpa.org/JCPA/Templates/ShowPage.asp?DRIT=1&DBID=1&LNGID=1&TMID=111&FID=378&PID=0&IID=2037&TTL=Is_Israel_Bound_by_International_Law_to_Supply_Utilities,_Goods,_and_Services_to_Gaza?
http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/WebART/380-600027?OpenDocument
http://thecable.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2014/07/31/extensive_hamas_tunnel_network_points_to_israeli_intelligence_failure_harris
http://www.timesofisrael.com/kerem-shalom-crossing-to-reopen-sunday/
http://www.mfa.gov.il/mfa/foreignpolicy/peace/humanitarian/pages/default.aspx
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Adalah states that the Israeli government had “escalated its attacks on expression of 

dissenting opinions.” In order to support this claim, it presents a number of laws that it terms 

“restrictive bills.” These include the “Anti-Boycott Law,” which allows the filing of civil 

suits against individuals and groups calling for boycotts of Israel; the “Nakba Law,” which 

denies state funding for events which mark Israeli Independence Day as a day of mourning; 

and the “NGO Foreign Funding Bills,” which seek to limit foreign government funding for 

Israeli NGOs. Adalah claims these bills harm the “freedom of expression and association.” 

In contrast to Adalah’s claims, these bills do not prevent in any way the holding and 

expression of opinions. Israeli citizens are free to commemorate the “Nakba.” The “anti-

boycott bill” has not yet been implemented, and is pending a decision by the Israel High 

Court of Justice (HCJ) on its legality. The various NGO funding bills mentioned by Adalah, 

did not pass the initial stages of legislation, and have no impact on NGO activities. The sole 

legislation on foreign government funding for NGOs which was accepted it the 

“Transparency Law” (2011), which requires NGOs to file quarterly reports on foreign 

government funding they receive. This law serves as a model of real-time transparency, and 

allows the Israeli public to fulfill their right to know about the extent of this funding. 

Rights of the child (article 24) 

Both DCI-PS and Amnesty International claim that Palestinian children are subject to various 

human rights violations by Israel. Amnesty accused Israel of “torturing” children, and DCI-

PS discounts all the measures that Israel has implemented in order to ensure that the rights of 

Palestinian children are respected and claims that they “had little substantive effect.” 

For instance, Israel has changed the military laws in force in the West Bank (introducing 

order 1676), which includes the creation of juvenile military courts and raises the age of 

majority to 18. While the long term effects of these measures are yet to be determined, they 

reflect a willingness on Israel’s side to protect children’s right, even in cases where children 

have committed serious crimes and life threatening offenses such as firebombing and stone 

throwing.  

Adalah complains that “the ban on family unification severely violates the fundamental rights 

of individuals to family life, privacy, protection for the child, equality before the law, and 

protection of minorities” in violation of articles 24, 26, and 27. 

Like other claims in its statement, Adalah misrepresents and erases the context of the 

reunification law. For instance, the law is temporary and is subject to judicial review in 

Israel’s high court. Nothing in the statute prevents an Arab citizen of Israel from marrying a 

Palestinian located in the West Bank or Gaza. Nor does the law prevent that citizen from 

living with his/her spouse in the Palestinian Authority.  

 

More importantly, the law was enacted because more than 23 terrorist attacks, including a 

March 2002 suicide bombing in Haifa that killed 15, were carried out by those exploiting 

family entry into Israel. More than 135 Israelis were killed and more than 700 injured in these 

attacks. In 2012, “a West Bank Palestinian naturalized through a family reunification 

procedure” planted a bomb on a bus in Tel Aviv. The resulting explosion injured 28. 

http://www.ngo-monitor.org/article/ngo_transparency_boycotts_and_knesset_legislation
http://www.haaretz.com/news/national/.premium-1.574597
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/ISR/INT_CCPR_NGO_ISR_105_9107_E.pdf
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/ISR/INT_CCPR_NGO_ISR_105_9104_E.pdf
http://www.mag.idf.il/163-4736-en/patzar.aspx
http://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Stone-throwing-Palestinians-injure-Border-Policeman-near-Ramallah-348296
http://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Stone-throwing-Palestinians-injure-Border-Policeman-near-Ramallah-348296
http://mfa.gov.il/MFA/AboutIsrael/State/Law/Pages/Citizenship%20and%20Entry%20Law%20-Temporary%20Order-%202003.aspx
http://www.timesofisrael.com/tel-aviv-bus-bomber-convicted-in-plea-bargain/#ixzz2wJcxMfEz
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Despite NGO allegations that Israel interferes with a “right to family life,” there is no “right” 

to automatic citizenship, nor the right to live in any particular country.  Moreover, family 

considerations do not trump higher order rights such as the “right to life.” There is, in fact, no 

principle in international law that mandates that married persons can live in whichever 

country they choose. All the more so when individuals abuse this status and perpetrate terror 

attacks against civilians.   

Under international law, countries have the right to set conditions for entry. Such conditions 

can be set based on nationality. Indeed, the U.S. has a preferred visa program where nationals 

of particular countries may visit the U.S. without going through the full visa procedures. 

Article 1(2) of the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination specifically 

mentions that distinctions made between citizens and noncitizens do not constitute racial 

discrimination. In addition, most countries do not grant automatic citizenship or even 

residency rights to non-nationals as a result of marriage to a citizen. Moreover, many Arab 

and Muslim states categorically refuse entry to Israelis on the basis of their nationality, and 

yet, Adalah has never complained about these policies. 

Equality before the law/Rights of minorities (article 26/article 27) 

Article 26 states that the “law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons 

equal and effective protection against discrimination.” Adalah, NCF, Bimkom, Amnesty and 

GI-ESCR all claim that Israel violates the right to equality by discriminating against the 

Bedouins in the Negev, by discriminating against them in the “health, education, water and 

electricity” sectors and violating their right to adequate housing. Adalah claims that “Israel is 

deliberately not providing thousands of Arab Bedouin families with access to clean water,” as 

well as the “serious and pressing threats of eviction, home demolition, and forced 

displacement.” NCF claims that the “low success of appealing home demolition orders in 

court,” is also indicative of discrimination and the violation minority rights. The “Prawer 

plan” formulated in order to regulate Bedouin settlement in the Negev, is also considered to 

be a form of “dispossession.” 

The complicated and multidimensional relationship between the state of Israel and the 

Bedouin population in the Negev has concerned Israeli governments for decades. The 

complex and at times unclear land registration and land tenure legacy of the Ottoman Empire 

and the British mandate have compounded the issue.  

The Negev Bedouin population lives a semi-nomadic life inside Israel’s borders, making it 

difficult to deliver services and collect revenue and information. During this time, the Israeli 

government has invested hundreds of millions of shekels to find a comprehensive response to 

this complex issue, balancing the needs of the state, its Bedouin citizens, and the rest of the 

population. Nevertheless, the NGOs promote a highly biased portrayal of the Bedouin issue 

and demand that the government recognize all the maximalist land ownership claims made by 

several groups in the Bedouin sector – ignoring court proceedings that have examined and 

rejected these claims – including on the matter of water supply, education, and land 

ownership. These NGOs also ignore the competing rights and claims of other Bedouin 

groups, the Israeli population at large, and state needs (such as master plans, environmental 

and social concerns, and building and zoning laws.) The rhetoric and the language that the 

http://www.visabureau.com/america/visa-waiver-program.aspx
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/ISR/INT_CCPR_NGO_ISR_105_9103_E.pdf
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/ISR/INT_CCPR_NGO_ISR_105_9103_E.pdf
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/ISR/INT_CCPR_NGO_ISR_105_9107_E.pdf
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organizations use deny the Israeli government’s obligation to apply its laws and sovereignty 

in these areas. 

In supporting and promoting the rejectionist stance of certain segments of the Bedouin 

population, these NGOs are actually hindering the improvement of the situation of the 

Bedouin in the Negev through an agreed upon compromise with the Israeli government.      

Conclusion 

Moral and ethical principles obligate the Committee to present a credible, accurate, and impartial 

final report. Reliance on NGOs engaged in tendentious political advocacy documented herein 

is entirely inconsistent with this requirement.  The obsessive condemnations of Israeli 

responses to daily attacks on its civilians, as well as blatant double standards and 

disproportionate criticism of attempts to balance rights in the context of asymmetrical 

warfare, further highlight this problem.   

Similarly, a study conducted by the Conflict Analysis Resource Center on Colombia reveals 

that the lack of reliability of NGO reporting is not limited to the Israeli-Arab conflict.   On 

this basis, we urge the Human Rights Committee to carefully examine the credibility and 

biases in these reports in order to prevent the further weakening of universal human rights. 

 

 

  

 

   

  

  

 

http://cerac.org.co/assets/pdf/Other%20publications/CERAC_WP_4.pdf

















































